Transcript: KIPCO Q4 2018 earnings call
Elena Sanchez:

Good afternoon everyone. This is Elena Sanchez and on behalf of EFG Hermes I
would like to welcome you all to KIPCO’s Q4 2018 Results Conference Call. It is a
pleasure to have with us in the call today Mr. Pinak Maitra (Group CFO), Mr. Declan
Sawey (Group Treasurer), Mr. Anuj Rohtagi (Director, Group Financial Control) and
Mr. Moustapha Chami (Director, Finance and Accounts department). At this time,
I would like to handover the call to Mr. Pinak Maitra. Thank you.

Pinak Maitra:

Thank you, Elena. Good afternoon everyone and thank you for joining us. We will
go through the presentation, which is also available on our website along with our
full year financial statements.
Before we start, I would like to draw your attention to page 2 of the presentation
which reads out a brief disclaimer. Some of the statements that we will be making
today, and information available in the presentation are forward looking. Such
statements are based on KIPCO’s current expectations, predictions and estimates.
They are not guarantee of future performance, achievements or results.
With that, moving on to the presentation I will talk a little bit about Kuwait. Kuwait
continues to be a resilient economy, well supported by its strong fiscal profile. A
large pipeline and progress of must have projects in the country means that growth
momentum will continue. This will benefit all our group companies. Thanks to the
efforts of our market regulators MSCI is expected to announce this summer the
inclusion of Kuwait to Emerging market category in 2020. This is expected to
generate significant inflows of foreign capital into our equity market. Burgan Bank
and KIPCO are well known names which are likely to have direct positive impact if
this takes place. In 2018, we witnessed robust growth in net profits of our
businesses. Burgan Bank delivered 27% growth in net profit, Gulf Insurance Group
had a strong growth of 18%, Jordan Kuwait Bank reported 56% growth and similarly
our asset management business witnessed net profit growth supported by Global
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acquisition. All this meant that KIPCO reported a 20% growth for year 2018. We
hope to continue this positive momentum into 2019. During our Shafafiyah forum
on the 10th of April we will share further details on our outlook for this year.
I will now hand over to Moustapha to provide you with a performance update on
page 4.
Moustapha Chami:

Thank you, Mr. Pinak. So, regarding the presentation, page 4 highlights Group’s
financial performance for the year 2018.
It can be noted that the Group generated revenue of US$2.6 billion for the year
ending 31st December 2018, indicating a robust YoY growth of 13% over financial
year 2017. This was mainly driven by higher interest income from our banking
segment which had a growth of 15%, also the consolidation of results of our
investment in education sector in financial year 2018 which was not consolidated
in financial year 2017 which has resulted in US$89 million revenue, higher income
also from hospitality and real estate segment which grew by 17%. This was offset
by lower investment income in 2018 at US$121 million vs. US$234 million in 2017.
The net profit in financial year 2018 was higher at US$93 million, an increase of
20% compared to last year’s profit and this is mainly due to an increase in revenue
and lower provisions for credit losses compared to 2017. This translates into an EPS
of 15 fils per share or 4.9 cents per share, an increase of 30% over last year’s EPS
of 12fils per share or 3.8 cents per share.
Overall our performance in terms of profit from continuing operations for the full
year exceeds our last year performance. As noted, reported net profit has shown
an improvement by 20%.
Now, I will hand it back to Mr. Pinak to go over Burgan Bank performance.
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Pinak Maitra:

Thank you Moustapha. Page 5 outlines the details of Burgan Bank’s performance.
Burgan Bank Group completed its rights issue in Oct’18, raising equity capital of
KD62.5 million or US$206.4 million. As a result, CET 1 ratio improved to 11.9% and
overall capital adequacy ratio was 17.4% as at 31st December 2018.
Please note Burgan Bank held its investor call on 28th February 2019. The call’s
transcript and presentation are available on Burgan Bank’s website which contains
detailed information about operations. Therefore, I will focus on few key highlights
of the operations.
Burgan Bank Group reported one of its strongest full year results with net profit of
KD83 million, or US$272 million which is 27% higher than 2017. It is the highest net
profit percentage growth recorded by any Kuwaiti bank during the year 2018.
Improvement in 2018 is mainly a result of higher net interest income by 7.7%. Net
interest margins expanded by around 20bps in financial year 2018 from 2.4% last
year to 2.6% this year. There was also an increase in non-interest income by 18.6%
driven by higher dividend income and recoveries of previously written off loans.
Positive impact of the Group’s regional diversification is quite visible as operating
income continued to grow both in Kuwait at 13.5% as well as in our regional
operations by 7% in 2018. Operating efficiency continues to improve as the cost to
income ratio for the group improved to 42% for the year 2018 vs 46% for 2017.
Asset quality remained stable as you can note on the right hand side of the chart
that NPA ratio remained at 2.3%. At the same time, we continue to have a very
prudent provisioning levels where around 92% of provisions are in the general
category. Coverage ratio continues to be strong at 241% (including provisions and
collateral). We implemented IFRS 9 as approved by Central Bank of Kuwait and
there was no additional provisioning requirement due to our existing buffer in
provisions.
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Loan exposure is slightly down by 3.3% vs. 2017, largely owing to currency
devaluation of Turkish Lira. Kuwait operations represent majority of our loan
exposure, i.e. 67%, followed by 23% in Turkey and around 10% in Algeria. With
respect to deposits, the drop in deposit base in 2018 is a result of the Bank
completing its term funding initiatives such as 350 million dollars three-year club
deal in first quarter of 2018 and KD100 million Kuwaiti dinar bond in December
2018.
On page 6, we have details on performance of regional operations of Burgan Bank.
Currency devaluation of Turkish Lira during 2018 meant lower loan book in US
Dollar reporting compared to December 2017 base. For reference Turkish Lira
depreciated by 38% over Dec’17 base. Overall, regional loan book remains around
US$4.7 billion mark which is ~33% of total Burgan Bank loan book. Similarly,
regional deposits remained around US$4.6 billion ~37% of Group’s customer
deposit base.
All our franchises are operationally moving in the right direction, with growth in
net profit except for Bank of Baghdad. Decline in full year profit in BoB was a result
one-off write-down of US$7 million in Q1’18 which we have highlighted in our
earlier calls. Growth in net profit in Turkey is driven by improvement in net interest
margin and in Algeria due to net interest income and improvement in operational
efficiency. In Algeria, revenue growth has come from both - higher net-interest
income growth by 15.7% as well as non-interest income by 21.8%. Cost to income
ratio is trending in the right direction for all subsidiaries except Iraq operations due
to one-off expenditure which I talked about previously.
Now, I will handover to Declan to cover Gulf Insurance Group, United Gulf Holding
and United Real Estate Company.
Declan Sawey:

Thank you Pinak. You can see on the top left chart on page 7 that the gross premium
written for the year 2018 was at US$1.1 billion, a growth of about 10% compared
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to last year. The increase was mainly due to growth in Engineering and Property
lines of business with new clients in Bahrain, as well as higher premiums from
existing clients and new clients from Egyptian operations.
One of GIG’s major contracts is medical coverage for Kuwait retirees, known as
“Afiya”. GIG has been managing this for the last three years. The contract was
recently retendered and the ministry has advised that GIG is the lowest bidder. The
new contract is for two years period with an option to extend for one more year.
So, we expect the growth in premiums in 2019 to maintain its upward trend.
As regards the business itself, the focus has recently been on digitization journey is
gathering strength. This has been achieved through our smart phone apps helping
customers to have a better sales experience. Also, digital claims management
allows our customers to get paid promptly and efficiently which means a reduction
in our cost processes and our claims. We believe that in doing this, we will increase
customer retention and improve cross selling.
On the top right chart, net investment income for the financial year has increased
to US$32 million from US$21 million in the previous year. This reflects the increase
in interest rate in Egypt and Turkey.
On the bottom left chart, you can see that the combined ratio stands at 98% which
is a 2% improvement over 2017. The combined ratio would have been lower than
this, were it not for the increase in claims arising from the heavy rains and flooding
in Kuwait and Bahrain in late 2018. So, the picture for Gulf Insurance Group is one
of good growth without any compromise on our underwriting standards.
Our net profit for the 2018 is up 18% compared to the previous year and return on
equity has improved to 14%. The quality of these earnings has improved as well,
being driven by better underwriting results as well as investment gains anchored
on a prudent asset allocation policy.
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If we now move to page 8 on United Gulf Holding Company. As we mentioned in
our last call in September 2018, KAMCO, its asset management subsidiary
completed purchase of controlling stake in Global Investment House (this was a
69.5% stake). This transaction helps extend KAMCO’s asset management business
across the MENA region. On the top left, revenue for the year 2018 was US$208
million, which represents a growth of 33% compared to the previous year. This is
primarily due to US$24 million gain on bargain purchase of Global Investment
House by KAMCO, as well as consolidation of Global’s results starting from
September 2018.
On the top right chart, fee and commission income grew by US$34 million over the
previous year. This growth is mainly because of higher advisory and management
fees earned by United Gulf Holding Company and KAMCO as well as the 4 months
of Global results which has been consolidated.
On bottom left chart you can see, net profit at US$19 million is 46% higher than
last year driven by higher revenue. During the year additional provisions of US$9
million were booked on investments and US$14 million on expected credit losses
on adoption of IFRS-9.
UGB’s total consolidated capital adequacy ratio stood at 15.5% as of 31 December
2018 against the minimum capital adequacy requirement threshold of 12.5%.
Our real estate company URC is expected to announce the results later this week.
We have therefore not disclosed the year-end numbers in this call. The result for
the nine months ended 30 September 2018 was US$ 11 million loss. Generally
speaking, the combination of lower operating profit from newer developments and
rising interest cost in Jordan and Lebanon has impacted the net profit negatively.
The company has taken steps such as renegotiating tenancy terms in Jordan and
securing term funding at fixed rate to mitigate this. The management is evaluating
various options to reduce negative impact on profitability in coming quarters.
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I will now hand over to Anuj to discuss remaining pages.
Anuj Rohtagi:

Thank you, Declan. Pay-TV landscape continues to be one of opportunities and
challenges. Opportunities remain due to the fact that market penetration of paying
customers to overall 350 million plus population in the MENA region remains low
at only 10%. As you also know, we have been focusing on 7 core markets so far
whereas we have the license and content rights to operate in all 25 countries in the
MENA region. In terms of segment focus we have been primarily delivering
products for top end. We believe there are further opportunities within this
segment as well as middle and low-end segments. In terms of distribution we
believe all three segments, that is DTH, IPTV and OTT will coexist in medium term.
Although OTT market remains nascent, with the continued development of
infrastructure the subscriber growth is expected to be in 20 plus percentage area
in the next 4 to 5 years in this segment. Demand is driven by large share of young
population and propensity for digital consumption. As such OTT offers an attractive
price point for new consumers, while still providing quality content.
The new CEO took charge in December and as expected has been leading the key
initiatives we highlighted in our previous call. These include right sizing of the
organization to be more agile in this dynamic business environment. We also
mentioned in our previous call that a sizeable content cost optimization is expected
in 2019 and we are pleased with the progress that the company has made on this
front under new leadership. On customer side, simplification of packages and
product line will be a priority for each segment. The work on the OTT platform is
also progressing as planned with an expected launch in 2nd quarter of 2019.
On page 10, we have other key entities of the group. United Industries consolidates
results of industrial segment which include Qurain Petrochemicals (QPIC),
SADAFCO and ATC as the key assets. Net profit for the year was around US$17
million, which is largely similar to last year.
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Jordan Kuwait Bank has performed well with healthy Net Interest Margin of 3.6%.
Net profit for the year is higher by a significant 56% due to lower impairment
provision on credit facilities and reversal of expected credit losses. During 2018,
loan book increased by 4.5% to US$2.3 billion. At the end of 2018, capital
adequacy ratio as per BASEL III norms stood at 17%.
We now move on to page 11 that covers our funding profile. As you can see, we
are comfortably placed as far as overall debt maturity is concerned, which is close
to 4 years. Our cash position remains very strong at around US$1.2 billion. This
covers all our debt obligations till 2022.
In February 2019, we have repaid US$233 million EMTN by utilizing the proceeds
from KD100 million (US$330 million) 5-year Kuwaiti Dinar Bond raised in November
2018.
As you may be aware, the Board approved a rights issue of upto 453 million shares
in January 2019. We have received first approval from CMA recently and expect to
complete the issue as planned, subject to market conditions.
The next few pages in the presentation contain useful information for reference
including summary balance sheet, income statement and few business overview
pages in annexure. We will now hand over to Elena to open the Q&A session.
Operator:

We will now take our first question from Mohamad Al Hajj from EFG.

Mohamad Al Hajj:

Thank you. Thanks for the presentation. My question is more of a general one and
I know you will tell me that you should have the answers to that. One of the thing
that been kind of baffling to us actually looking at Kuwait Projects Company is
obviously the divergence between the performance of KIPCO as a share price and
Burgan bank, and looking at the balance sheet from 2017 on to till today that there
doesn’t seem to be any major changes that would warrant Burgan bank to be
trading at 180% market cap of Kuwait projects vs. 85% at the end of 2017.
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Obviously, I haven’t been looking at the company over the last couple of years, but
is there any fundamental change in the strategy or corporate structure that would
warrant this change? How would you answer that from your side?
Pinak Maitra:

Thank you Mohamad. It is a good question and involved one. Historical behavior of
both the stocks is one leads and the other lags and there is no clear pattern why
one leads and the other one lags. So, if you look at the summer of 2018, Burgan
bank had dropped to around 230 fils and KIPCO was around that level then. And
then obviously the issue around Burgan bank which was more about Kuwaiti
banking in general, were resolved with IFRS 9 and all the capital raise etc.
Therefore, now Burgan bank has begun its upward march after the rights issue, it
is up close to 25% this year. KIPCO on the other hand was receiving the rumors
around OSN, so it reacted on the downside and now it has begun its journey back
up this month and it has been rising quite strongly and it is one of the best
performers in the Kuwait market this month. So, you make a good point that visibly
nothing has changed so investors’ perceptions around each of our asset change
and therefore it is a view about how commercial banks performed vs. investment
holding company. That’s the best reason we could give at this point.

Operator:

The next question is from Rakesh Tripathi from Franklin Templeton.

Rakesh Tripathi:

Hi, Good evening. I have a couple of questions. The first one was on your cash flows.
If you could briefly help us to understand what the level of dividend received and
what kind of coverage they provide the operating expenses and the interest costs
and how do you see these panning out for 2019. That is the first one. And second
one is do have any update on OSN? You earlier talked about looking at possible
avenues for monetizing the asset and how do you see it now and where do you
stand at process?

Anuj Rohtagi:

Thank you. I will take the questions one by one.
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With regards to cash inflows, as we mentioned in our previous call, we received
around US$76 million in 2018 and for 2019, we expect to receive around US$100
million and this is driven by increase dividend payout by Burgan Bank and our other
entities will follow.
And as Pinak mentioned the profitability of these entities have been very good and
there has been good growth so we expect naturally there will be growth in the
dividends.
Our coverage ratio has been below 1.0x but there has been marginal increase yearon-year. We are trending between 0.5x-0.7x and that is our short-term target. We
will gradually move it towards our target of 1.0x times.
I will now move to second question with regards to OSN. We are still in evaluation phase
with regard to options for maximizing shareholders’ value. We have a clear path towards
our launch phase of strategic options evaluation. We expect that our progress of majority
of preparatory work will complete in next 2-3 months. That is as per our latest estimates.
We have actually not yet reached out to any potential partner or buyer at stage. The
announcement so far of the process only has generated substantial interest and reverse
inquiries. And the timing of any event or transaction will depend on outcome of the
evaluation phase. We will keep you updated with further progress.
Rakesh Tripathi:

Sure. Thank you very much. Can I just follow up and ask one more or two more very short
questions. First one is regarding this planned rights issue. So, could you just briefly touch
upon what is the purpose of this and how do you see this being utilized? You already have
healthy cash balance to cover your debt maturity so what is going to be the use of the
funds? Is it to boost your equity level? What is the strategic rationale behind this?
Second one is have you been in touch with the rating agencies, and regarding the leverage
ratios how do you see whole things progressing?

Anuj Rohtagi:

I will take the questions one by one. With regards to the rights issue we have long
term view on our funding profile. KIPCO has always had a forward-looking approach
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to managing its capital structure. The last rights issue that KIPCO did was in 1996.
Kuwait’s 2035 vision and its execution so far provides increased visibility and
opportunity for Kuwait private sector. Over the last 22 years our underlying
businesses have been growing strongly and KIPCO has supported this growth
through investing capital in our core portfolio companies to support their profitable
growth while maintaining a prudent capital structure (i.e. right proportion of equity
and debt). The introduction of IFRS 9 relating to accounting for financial
instruments in 2018 has resulted in a reduction in our shareholders’ equity by
around KD110mn. This rights issue goes some way towards addressing this
adjustment to our capital structure by increasing our shareholders’ equity. The
rights issue will support our investment grade credit rating which KIPCO has been
committed to over the last 10 plus years. Last point is that, the rights issue provides
increased flexibility to invest in and build in emerging sectors such as education in
a thoughtful and disciplined way. So that’s the overall strategy
With regards to rating agencies, we have been having regular dialogue with both
the rating agencies. Both of them updated their research update opinion in Q1
2019. They are very much aware of our leverage ratios and there is open
communication with regards this rights issue plan which mitigates bulk of this.
Further, since than there is an upward movement in the market price of Burgan
bank and KIPCO share price, there has already been 2% improvement in our market
leverage ratio. So a combination of market correction hopefully is in our favor, the
performance of our underlying entity and rights issue will resolve this.
Elena Sanchez:

From our side I would like to thank the management team of KIPCO for taking the
time for this call and also I would like to thank all participants for dialing in today.
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